
Supplies
• Mason Jar
• Cuppow Lid
• Needles
• Thread : 
a. Top and Bottom Seams of Leather Wrap (x2) 60”
b. Handle (x2) 50”
• Canvas
• Sandpaper
• Beeswax

Leather/Wool
1. Leather Wrap
2. (Optional) Wool Insert
3. Handle Reinforcer
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Mason Jar Wrap
Instructions
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*You should know* 
Paper binder clips are perfect 
for holding layers of leather 

together while you stitch. 
They serve the purpose of 

sewing pins.

all stitching start points are 
marked with a star.

flesh grain

flesh vs. grain coloration
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Step 1: (Optional) Burnish just along the sides of the 
leather wrap (1) as shown by the grey lines below:



Step 2:   If you are stitching the optional wool insert (2), line it up 
along the top and bottom seams of the flesh side of the leather wrap (1) 
so that there is one hole on either side of the leather wrap between the 
handle section and the top seam. Prepare your needles. Beginning with 
the top seam, start with the needle in the first hole to the left of the 
wool insert (2). Begin to saddle stitch, attaching the wool insert (2) in 
this first stitch. Saddle stitch along the top seam, stopping at the hole 
right after the end of the wool insert (2). Backstitch twice and pull both 
needles through to the flesh side/wool insert (2) side of the leather 
wrap (1). Snip and carefully burn threads. Repeat this same process to 
stitch along the bottom seam of the wool insert (2). If you are not 
installing the wool insert (2), saddle stitch along the top and bottom 
seams of the leather wrap (1), following the instructions from above. 
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Step 3: Fold the leather wrap (1) lightly in half so that the two 
symmetrical sides of the handles touch, �esh sides together. Prepare 
your needles. Sandwich the tapered handle reinforcer (3) between 
the two sides of the leather wrap (1). Start with your needle in the 
“�oating” hole near the top of the handle, between the inner and 
outer seams of the handle. Your �rst stitch will go up towards the 
outer seam. Very tightly, saddle stitch all the way around the “C” 
shaped seam, ending at the two “�oating” stitching holes near the 
bottom of the handle. Back stitch, pull both needles towards one 
side of the leather wrap (1), snip and carefully burn threads. 
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Step 4: Prepare your needles. Begin with your needle in 
the bottom hole of the inner circle, near the back stitches in 
step 2. Saddle stitch up the left side of the circle, and then all 
the way around to the right, ending at the same hole where 
you started. Continue two more stitches beyond your first 
stitch, this will act as your back stitch. Pull both needles 
towards the same side as in step 3. Snip and carefully burn 
threads.

Step 3 Continued:
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Thanks from all of us at Buckleguy!
 

Share your projects with us on 
social media

By using the hashtag #BGkits

Step 5: Sand and burnish handle in areas marked by grey 
lines below.

Step 6: Place jar into wrap and enjoy.
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